
TAKE THE ROAD BEST TRAVELED 
APQC’s Best Practices Acceleration Toolkits can help any organization jumpstart the implementation of 

knowledge management (KM) and process and performance management (PPM) best practices. Our experienced 

research services teams will offer their expert analysis and recommendations to enable rapid adoption of best 

practices in your organization.  

 

Let us create a tailored toolkit based on your organization’s explicit needs, utilizing our wealth of internal 

knowledge and existing research on current best practices and industry trends. 
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APQC’S BEST PRACTICES ACCELERATION TOOLKITS 

BEST PRACTICES ACCELERATION TOOLKITS 

WHAT TOOLKITS ARE AVAILABLE? 

 APQC’s Process Classification FrameworkSM 

 Project Management Offices 

 Benchmarking and Measurement  

 Communities of Practice 

 Knowledge Retention and Transfer 

 Content Management 

WHY DO YOU NEED IT? 

 You are formulating a business case for 

improvement 

 Your organization is poised to kick off a new or 

improved KM or PPM initiative 

 You are trying to figure out where to focus your 

efforts for maximum impact 

WHAT’S INCLUDED? 

 Analysis of your organization’s needs and gaps 

against established best practices 

 Customized toolkit outlining recommended 

practices based on existing research, supported by 

examples and data 

 Advice to help your organization decide which best 

practices to adopt and where to focus efforts and 

resources 

 A virtual briefing to communicate highlights and 

recommendations for your organization to as many 

stakeholders as desired and provide opportunity 

for Q&A  

WHEN CAN IT BE DELIVERED? 

Hit the ground running with 

tailored best practices! 
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BEST PRACTICES ACCELERATION TOOLKITS 
FOR PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

 

APPLYING THE PROCESS CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK 

 Understand the biggest performance gaps for adopting and implementing the PCF 

 Recognize the best practices for overcoming common framework adoption challenges 

 Provide you with a clear picture of what you can accomplish with the PCF 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICES      

 Create a business case to provide strategy and transformational change support 

 Balance project management standardization and flexibility 

 Apply a portfolio management strategy to prioritize and manage interdependencies between projects 

 Highlight relevant examples and models from best-practice organizations 

BENCHMARKING AND MEASUREMENT 

 Align benchmarking practices to the goals of the organization 

 Overcome common challenges—from creating a benchmarking culture to measuring the success of 
benchmarking activities 

 Highlight relevant examples and models from best-practice organizations 

BEST PRACTICES ACCELERATION TOOLKITS 
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BEST PRACTICES ACCELERATION TOOLKITS 
FOR KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 

BEST PRACTICE S ACCELERATION TOOLKITS 

COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE 

  

  

  

KNOWLEDGE RETENTION AND TRANSFER 

  

  

  

CONTENT MANAGEMENT 



ABOUT APQC  


